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1o Let D be a connected bounded Reinhardt domain in n-com-
plex Euclidean space C which contains the origin o, and Aut (D) be
the group of all biholomorphic transformations of D onto itself. The
identity component of Aut (D) is denoted as Aut (D) (--G). (For any
bounded domain, it is a classical theorem of H. Cartan that Aut (D)
becomes a Lie transformation group of D in a natural manner.)

When n--2, P. Thullen [5] determined the bounded Reinhardt
domains with the property such that G. o (o}, (G. o denotes the G-orbit
of the origin). In fact, such domains are holomorphically equivalent
to the polydisc {(z, w) e C2; [z[<l, Iw[<l}, or to the Thullen domain
{(z, w) e C2; ]z[2+lw["l (a0)}. Recently, I. Naruki [4] and M. Ise [2]
have treated a class of Reinhardt domains containing the higher-di-
mensional generalization of Thullen domains.

In this note, we intend to generalize these works and, further, to
classify bounded Reinhardt domains in the n-dimensional case from
the group theoretic point of view. The full exposition will be given
elsewhere. The author is gratefull to Prof. Mikio Ise for suggesting
the present problem and for his advices.

2. Throughout this note, D will represent a bounded Reinhardt
domain in C, g(D) the Lie algebra of complete holomorphic vector
fields, and f(D)the subalgebra of g(D) which consists of all elements
vanishing at the origin. Then, g(D) can be identified canonically with
the Lie algebra of G (=Aut (D)) where (D) corresponds to that of the
isotropy subgroup K of G with respect to the origin.

Since D is a circular domain, K consists of linear transformations
of C and a transformation defined by k: zez (0 e R, z e Cn) belongs
to the center of K.

Now, we can write the vector field X contained in g(D) in the form:
x=E p(/z),

where z, ., z denote the coordinates in C, and p (k= 1, ., n) holo-
morphic unctions on D. A vector field X is said to be a polynomial
vector field if the components p of X are polynomials of z, ., z and
X is homogeneous of degree , if each p is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree . For example, a vector field defined by 3= :-z(3/3z)
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is homogeneous of degree I and belongs to g(D), because it generates
the one parametric group {k}eg.

In analogy with the Cartan decomposition of a semisimple Lie alge-
bra, we have the following lemma. The proof proceeds along the same
line as that of [3].

Lemma 1. i) Let J be an endomorphism of G(D) defined by J(X)
--[, X]. Then (D) coincides with the kernel of J.

ii) If we put p-(X e g(D) JX= --X}, then we have (D) (D)
+.

iii) Let X e (D) and let X X be an expansion by homogeneous

polynomial vector fields near the origin (each X is homogeneous of
degree ). Then X=0 for 2, and Xo e P-,X e (D) and X
where p--(X e (R)C JX= +_ /-Z-- X}.

iv) [, ], [, p]p, [p, p], [p, p+/-]-0, [c, p+/-]p, where
c=(R)C.

Remark. We note, that for any bounded circular domain, the
above lemma is valid.

3. The ollowing lemma is derived immediately rom elementary
properties of Reinhardt domains.

Lemma 2. i) The polynomial vector fields z(3/3z) (i= 1,
..,n) are contained in g(D), and f)0= R(JC-iz3/3z9 is a maximal

abelian subalgebra of f(D).
ii) Moreover, the complexification =0(R)C is a Cartan sub-

algebra in the following sense" 1) f) is a maximal abelian subalgebra

of fic=((R)C), 2) for any H e , ad H is a semisimple endomorphism

of
From this lemma, we can consider the root decomposition of

with respect to ). As stated in [1], if a is a linear form on ), we de-
fine

g {X e c [H, X] a(H)X or all H e )},
and we call a a root if :/: {0}. We denote by the set o non-zero
roots of

Lemma 3. i) For any non-zero root , dime -1.
ii) go=f)+ .

iii) If cp-, then ----r for some k(<=n), where is defined by

(z/z)-- (]-- 1, ..., n).
iv) ---C(/z),=Cz( az/z)p+.
v) If cc, then =-- for some k, h and -=Cz(3/3z).
From iii), iv), permuting the coordinate axis, we can assume= C(3/z9 (s<=n). We denote by r the conjugation of tic with respect

i=l

to g, and or k<=s we put
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(/z) z(F, az/z).
i=l

A matrix A--(a) of (s, n) type will be called the type matrix of D. As
a corollary of Lemma 3, we have an information o2 A.

Corollary. i) Each element a is non negative.
ii) a>0 for k<__s.

iii) For k, h<=s,a-a is a non-zero root if and only if (a)-a
=(a) a--l. In this case (a) a (a)-1 for i 1 n In an-
other case, a a O.

iv) If -- is a non-zero root for k, h>s, then we have a=a[
for l<=s.

v) For k<_s,hs,a--a can not be a root.
Therefore, we can assume that a= 1 for all k<=s, if necessary, we

Zs+ Zn)transform (z, ..., z)-(az, az
4. Let z/() be the set of roots such that gc. Then, we can

endow the set P--{a; i= 1,..., n} with an equivalence relation by set-
ting aa if a--a e () or a-a. In view of Corollary, we have
the following disjoint decomposition with respect to this relation"

P--PU UPrUPU [JP,
where P(l<=i<=r) consists o
(h s). According to this decomposition, we define the disjoint de-
composition of () as follows"

where --{-- :/:,,
"")) bye P.}. Further, we define the matrix B(1)=(b) (resp. B’(/)=[o

r(z/z) bz/z
for a--a e (resp. z). Then we have

Lemma 4. For each i, ] with- e, b=l, and moreover b.
is positive for each i, .i with-From the similar arguments as above, we can assume that b. 1.
Ater all, combining these arguments we can find the Reinhardt domain
D holomorphically equivalent to D which has the following type matrix

A= E

0

F

F;

F

where
l"’l

E= eMat(nn),
1 1
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P P’IF.-- eMat(nm),

and n (resp. m) denotes the number of elements of P (resp. P).
5, We have now gathered the sufficient informations about the

Lie algebra structure o (D) to know the explicit form of D. We as-
sume that D=D only or the sake of simplicity. Using the results of
preceding sections, we introduce the ollowing notations’

Zi:(Zn’+’’’+n’-+l Zn’+’’’+n’) for igr,

w (z++’’’+-+, z++’"+0 or jt,
IZI=Iz,+’"+n,-,+I + + IZ+"’+’I.

We shall now state the main theorems in the present paper.
Theorem 1, i) Let Do denote the orbit of G-G(D) containing

the origin (=G o). Then,
D0={(z, ...,z,w, ...,w);]z[<l, ...,[z<l,w=... =w=0}.
ii) Dl={(w,..., wt) e C-;(0, ..., O, w, ...,wt) e D} is a

bounded Reinhardt domain in Cn-.
iii) Moreover we can characterize the domain D by Do and D as

follows"

{(z, ., z, w, ..., wt) e Cn (z, ., z) eD Do,

(l_]z)I/ --(l_]z])/ (l_]z])y --(l_]z])/ eD
where we adopt the notation of 3 and 4.

Aut (D) consists of transformations of the followingTheorem 2.
type"

z(A*z, + b*)(c*z, + d*)-,
wB (c*z + d*)-iw,

where A e Mat (n n,), c e Mat (1 n,), b e Mat (n 1), d e Mat (1
I),B e U(m) (Unitary matrix), and they satisfy the following re-
lations.

tA--tc--In, tb--]dl--__l, tA__c--O.
6. We shall sketch the proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 2 follows

at once rom Theorem 1, if we notice that the dimension of the trans-
ormation group defined in Theorem 2 coincides with that of (D).

Since D is a Reinhardt domain, it is enough to consider the real
domain D,=DR. Let (x, x) be the coordinate in R, and we

xx3/3x Then the system of vector fieldsput X=/3x-- a
{X}__ gives an integrable distribution outside S {(x, ..., x) det (.

--a.xx)-O}(= {(x, ...,x); (1-1xl) .(1-1xl)-0}). As a conse-
quence oi the Frobenius theorem, we can choose the maximal leaf
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through each point (x,...,x) R--S. A leaf L(x,...,x) of con-
taining (x,...,x) is bounded if and only if ]xll, Ixll, and
L(x, ..., x) (0) Rn-s

(l_lXll),I/:: :l_lxl)/
...,

(l_lxl)/ -(l_lxl),/
Therefore, the assertions of the theorem are valid.
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